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Abstract

Recent experiments and theories of human decision-making suggest positive and negative errors are

processed and encoded differently by serotonin and dopamine, with serotonin possibly serving to oppose

dopamine and protect against risky decisions. We introduce a temporal difference (TD) model of human

decision-making to account for these features. Our model involves two critics, an optimistic learning system

and a pessimistic learning system, whose predictions are integrated in time to control how potential decisions

compete to be selected. Our model predicts that human decision-making can be decomposed along two

dimensions: the degree to which the individual is sensitive to (1) risk and (2) uncertainty. In addition, we

demonstrate that the model can learn about reward expectations and uncertainty, and provide information

about reaction time despite not modeling these variables directly. Lastly, we simulate a recent experiment to

show how updates of the two learning systems could relate to dopamine and serotonin transients, thereby

providing a mathematical formalism to serotonin’s hypothesized role as an opponent to dopamine. This new

model should be useful for future experiments on human decision-making.

Keywords: Decision-Making; Reward Learning; Computational Model; Dopamine; Serotonin; Reaction

Time; Risk; Uncertainty
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Introduction 1

Temporal difference (TD) learning has enjoyed tremendous support as a conceptual framework for 2

understanding how people make decisions and what might be computed in the brain. TD learning is also 3

supported by studies suggesting that prediction errors derived from a TD model are encoded in dopamine 4

transients [1–5]. Recent theories and experiments, however, suggest that TD models can oversimplify human 5

decision-making in meaningful ways [6–9]. In particular, models that are sensitive to risk or track multiple 6

errors are better able to predict what decisions a person selects [10–17], yet the brain structures involved are 7

not completely known. Similarly, a single-neurotransmitter based circuit, where positive concentrations 8

match prediction-error, would struggle to encode large negative updates [17], and indeed, recent evidence 9

suggests that serotonin may play a complementary role [6, 7, 18–22]. Our goal was to develop and analyze a 10

simple computational model that resolves and unites these observations. Our proposed model involves dual 11

critics, composed of an optimistic dopamine-like TD learner and a pessimistic serotonin-like TD learner, who 12

compete in time to determine decisions. 13

TD learning was designed to utilize simple mathematical updates to produce a system that learns how to 14

make decisions [23]. Such models decompose decision-making into two processes: a learning process, which 15

updates how one values a decision, and a decision process, which selects decisions according to how they are 16

valued. These models, including the model of Rescorla and Wagner [24], can learn about reward expectations 17

through updates that are linear in a single prediction error, but are not sensitive to risk or track 18

multidimensional errors. 19

One reason to expect risk-sensitivity is there is asymmetry in how negative versus positive errors are 20

updated. Dopamine transients, for example, have been found to respond more greatly to positive prediction 21

errors than negative prediction errors [25]. From a biological perspective, this is not surprising. Dopamine 22

neurons have low baseline activity, which imposes a physical limit on how much their firing rates can 23

decrease because firing rates are non-negative [26]. This limit suggests that dopamine neuron firing rates 24

could not be decreased to encode negative prediction errors to the same degree as they can be increased to 25

encode positive prediction errors. If this is true, then the outsized influence of positive prediction errors 26

would inflate the valuation of decisions — colloquially referred to as “wearing rose-colored glasses.” 27

Computational models capture risk-sensitivity by weighing positive prediction errors differently than 28

negative prediction errors, usually accomplished with separate learning rates for positive and negative 29

prediction errors. These models are referred to as risk-sensitive, because they result in decision-making that 30

is sensitive to large gains (i.e. risk-seeking) or large losses (i.e, risk-averse). Taken to an extreme, 31
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risk-seeking involves pursuing best possible outcomes, whereas risk-aversion involves avoiding worse possible 32

outcomes [27]. For comparison, traditional TD learning is considered risk-neutral because it focuses on 33

maximizing average (long-term discounted) rewards, so that all rewards, regardless of size, are weighted 34

equally. Risk-sensitive models are frequently found to fit data better than risk-neutral models [15–17]. 35

Importantly, differences in risk-sensitivity, substantiated by a risk-sensitive learning model, is thought to 36

underlie certain differences between individuals with and without psychiatric disorders [28, 29]. 37

The multidimensional aspect of TD-based human decision-making is supported by recent studies. One 38

theory is that serotonin also encodes prediction errors but acts as an opponent to dopamine [6, 7]. In Moran 39

et al, for example, serotonin transients were found to respond to prediction errors in an opposite direction of 40

dopamine transients [7]. Their results were consistent with the hypothesis that serotonin protects against 41

losses during decision-making [7] or more broadly, plays a role in avoidance behavior [21,30,31]. Furthermore, 42

a recent study even suggests dopamine is capable of capturing a distribution of prediction errors, the 43

computational benefit of which is that the reward distribution can be learned rather than just its average 44

and variance [9]. Other conceptual frameworks suggest individuals keep track of multiple prediction errors as 45

a way to capture reward uncertainty in addition to expected rewards [10–14]. 46

In this paper, we introduce and analyze a new model of human decision-making, which we call the 47

Competing-Critics model, which uses asymmetrical and multidimensional prediction errors. Based on a TD 48

learning framework, the model decomposes decision-making into learning and decision processes. The 49

learning process involves two competing critics, one optimistic and another pessimistic. The decision process 50

integrates predictions from each system in time as decisions compete for selection. In what follows, we 51

explore through simulation whether our model can capture ranges of risk-sensitive behavior from risk-averse 52

to risk-seeking and can reflect reward mean and variance. Further, we use this model to make predictions 53

about reaction times and about uncertainty-sensitivity in terms of the degree to which reward uncertainty 54

influences a person’s consideration of multiple decisions. Lastly, we show how prediction errors in the 55

Competing-Critics model might relate to dopamine and serotonin transients in the experiments of Kishida et 56

al [8] and Moran et al [7]. Considering the simplicity of this model and its ability to synthesize several 57

theories and experimental findings, this model should be useful as a framework for future human 58

decision-making experiments, with potential to provide both predictive power and mechanistic insight. 59
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Fig 1. High-level view of proposed model in an example with two choices. For each choice, the distribution
of rewards Rt (gray histograms) is learned by competing critics through the updates δ+t and δ−t . One system
is optimistic, upweighting large rewards, and another is pessimistic, downweighting large rewards (blue
histograms). As a result, each choice is associated with multiple values Q− and Q+. To determine which
choice is selected, a random variable Ut is drawn for each choice uniformly from (Q−, Q+) (teal histograms).
The largest Ut determines which choice is selected and when the decision is made.

Modeling 60

We introduce a model of human decision-making that relies on two competing learning systems. Figure 1 61

provides a high-level view of the proposed model in a simple example in which an individual makes decisions 62

between two choices. Here the individual learns to value their decision by weighing prior outcomes observed 63

upon selecting each choice, denoted by Rt, in two different systems. The first learning system weighs better 64

outcomes more heavily than worse outcomes, which effectively leads to a more optimistic valuation of 65

outcomes, denoted by Q+. The second learning system does the opposite: weighs worse outcomes more 66

heavily than better outcomes, leading to a more pessimistic valuation of outcomes, denoted by Q−. We 67

remark that both values, Q+ and Q−, are assumed to be updated according to prediction errors δ+t and δ−t , 68

following common risk-sensitive temporal difference (TD) learning frameworks described below. 69

An individual who relied solely on the first learning system to make decisions would be considered 70

risk-seeking due to the outsized influence of better outcomes. Similarly, an individual who relied solely on the 71

second system to guide decisions would be considered risk-averse due to the outsized influence of worse 72

outcomes. Our model, however, supposes both of these competing learning systems contribute to 73
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decision-making in the following way. For each choice, the risk-seeking learning system sends a go signal to 74

the individual to signify that this choice is viable, with larger Q+ values corresponding to earlier signals. 75

Afterwards, the risk-sensitive learning system sends a no-go signal to the individual to signify that this 76

choice is no longer viable, with small Q− associated with later signals. For simplicity, the individual is 77

assumed to select the respective choice at any time between these two signals, provided no other choice has 78

been selected or choice exploration has been pursued. Hence, both go and no-go signals determines how 79

likely each choice is selected. For example, choices whose go signal is initiated after a no-go signal of another 80

choice will never be selected except for exploration. Put differently, any choice when valued optimistically is 81

still worse than another choice valued pessimistically will not be selected except for exploration. We now 82

proceed to formalize this conceptual framework. 83

Setting 84

Our model will describe psychological experiments that have the following decision-making scenario. The 85

scenario starts at the initial state S0 on which the participant bases their action A0, which brings in a 86

numerical reward R1. Consequently, the participant finds itself in the next state S1 and selects another 87

action A1, which brings in a numerical reward R2 and state S2. This process then repeats until the 88

participant makes T decisions, yielding a sequence of observations collected for each participant of the form: 89

S0, A0, R1, S1, A1, R2, S2, ..., RT−1, ST−1, AT−1, RT .

Above, observations fall into three types on a given trial t: the state that the participant visits, denoted by

St, the action that the participant takes when visiting state St, denoted by At, and the subsequent reward,

Rt+1, that a participant receives upon visiting state St and taking action At. For simplicity, let us assume

that both the space of possible states S and the space of possible actions A are discrete. Further, assume the

experiment defines subsequent rewards and states as a function of the current state and action according to a

Markov transition probability

p(s′, r|s, a) : S ×R× S ×A → [0, 1].

An experiment described above constitutes a (discrete-time, discrete-state) Markov Decision Process (MDP). 90

Several popular experiments can be described by the setting above. The Iowa Gambling Task (IGT), for 91

example, asks participants to repeatedly chose between four decks labelled A to D. After each choice, they 92

gain and/or lose monetary rewards (Fig 2). Hundreds of studies have used the IGT to evaluate human 93
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A B

Gain / card $100 $100 $50 $50

Loss / 10 cards $1250 $1250 $250 $250

Net / 10 cards -$250 -$250 $250 $250

Loss / 10 cards 5 times 1 time 5 times 1 time

Iowa Gambling Task Two-Stage Markov Task

70%70%

30% 30%

R1 R2 R3 R4

Stage 1

Stage 2

Fig 2. Popular tasks for evaluating decision-making: (A) Iowa Gambling and (B) Two-Stage Markov tasks.
Both tasks can be formulated as Markov decision processes.

decision-making [32]. Initial findings found healthy controls would learn to select “good” decks (Decks C and 94

D), so-called because, on average, they yielded a net gain [33]. By contrast, individuals with a damaged 95

prefrontal cortex would continue to select “bad” decks (Decks A and B) despite yielding net losses on 96

average. Selecting bad decks is considered a marker of impaired decision-making. 97

The above formulation can be recovered for the IGT with At ∈ {A,B,C,D} capturing the selected desks, 98

St ∈ {1} capturing a trivial case with only one state, and Rt capturing the summed gain and loss per trial. 99

In particular, we will simulate Rt as independent draws from a distribution that depends on the selected 100

deck and matches characteristics in Fig 2A on average. For example, Rt is drawn uniformly from {$50, $0} 101

when Deck C is selected. We point out that the IGT is a specific case of a multi-armed bandit, which is a 102

common framework to evaluate human decision-making and can also be described by the above setting. 103

Another example is the two-stage Markov task [34], in which a participant repeatedly selects images over 104

two stages. Participants are presented one of three pairs of images at a given stage. At the first stage, all 105

participants are shown the first pair of images and have the option to choose either the left or right image. 106

After choosing an image, participants are shown the second or third pair of images, with the pair selected 107

randomly according to probabilities that depends on their first stage selection. Participants then select an 108

image on the second stage and receive monetary rewards. This task is used in experiments to determine the 109

degree to which individuals are learning about the common (p = 0.7) versus rare (p = 0.3) transition 110

associated with each action in stage 1. To mark this type of learning, the authors point to the probability of 111

staying on the same first-stage decision depending on the type of transition (common vs. rare) and whether 112

or not the person was rewarded on the second stage. In particular, if a person was learning about the 113

transitions and was rewarded, then they were expected to see a drop in the stay probability when a common 114
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versus rare transition occurred. If if a person was learning about the transitions and was not rewarded, then 115

they were expected to see a jump in the stay probability when a common versus rare transition occurred. 116

In terms of the above formulation, this task gives rise to actions At ∈ {left, right} representing selected 117

images, states St ∈ {1, 2, 3} capturing presented image pairs, and rewards Rt capturing rewards after image 118

selection with rewards after the first stage set to zero. Despite the multi-stage aspect of this task, here t 119

counts the total number of actions so that t = 0 refers to the first time that a participant takes an action in 120

the first stage and t = 1 refers to the first time that a participant takes an action in the second stage. 121

Temporal difference (TD) learning 122

In the setting described above, human decision-making is often modeled using TD learning. One 123

widely-known algorithm for TD learning is called SARSA, so-named for its explicit use of the sequence of 124

observations {S0, A0, R1, S1, A1, . . .}. This algorithm supposes that the agent, i.e., the participant in a 125

psychological experiment, tries to learn the “value” of their actions as a function of a given state in terms of 126

future rewards. This notion gives rise to a state-action value function Q(s, a) mapping states s ∈ S and 127

actions a ∈ A to a real number that reflects the value of this state-action pair. A SARSA learner updates 128

this state-action function according to their experiences: 129

Q(St, At)← Q(St, At) + α
[

Rt+1 + γQ(St+1, At+1)−Q(St, At)
]

. (1)

Here, the learner has just taken action At in state St, receiving the immediate reward Rt+1 and transitioning 130

to a new state St+1, where upon they take action At+1. A learning rate α accounts for the extent to which 131

the new information, i.e. their reward and the new state-action value, overrides old information about their 132

state-action value function. For instance, one can see that if α = 0, there is no overriding - the estimate stays 133

the same. The discount parameter γ weighs the impact of future rewards. A discount parameter γ = 0 would 134

mean the learner does not care about the future at all, while γ = 1 would mean the learner cares about the 135

sum total of future rewards (which may even cause the algorithm to diverge). 136

Risk-sensitive TD learning 137

A variant of the SARSA learner allows a learner to be particularly sensitive to smaller, or more negative,

rewards, i.e. risky situations. In particular, a risk-sensitive SARSA learner weighs the prediction error, which
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is given by

δt = Rt+1 + γQ(St+1, At+1)−Q(St, At),

differently depending on whether the prediction error is positive or negative. This yields the following update: 138

Q(St, At)← Q(St, At) + α [(1 + k)1δt>0 + (1− k)1δt<0] δt.

The parameter k controls the degree to which the learner is risk sensitive. If k = 0, then the learner weighs 139

positive and negative prediction errors equally, in which the updates are the same as before and we say the 140

learner is risk-neutral. If k < 0, then negative prediction errors are weighed more than positive prediction 141

errors. In this case, smaller rewards have a stronger influence relative than larger rewards on the state-action 142

value function Q, resulting in a learner who is considered risk-averse. Similarly if k > 0, the reverse is true: 143

larger rewards have a stronger influence relative to smaller rewards, and the learner is considered risk-seeking. 144

A learning model with competing critics 145

With the introduction of risk-sensitive TD learning, we can consider a range of learning behaviors from 146

risk-sensitive to risk-seeking, all modulated by parameter k and reflected in the state-action value function Q. 147

Researchers are often focused on how pessimism or risk-sensitivity, substantiated by k, might vary between 148

individuals. In our model, however, we investigate how risk-sensitivity might vary within individuals. 149

Specifically, we consider two learning systems, one pessimistic (risk-adverse) and one optimistic (risk-seeking). 150

Our model captures two competing critics by keeping track of two state-action value functions, Q+ and 151

Q−, and updated each function according to: 152

Q+(St, At)← Q+(St, At) + α
[

(1 + k+)1
δ
+

t
>0 + (1− k+)1

δ
+

t
<0

]

δ+t

Q−(St, At)← Q−(St, At) + α
[

(1− k−)1
δ
−

t
>0 + (1 + k−)1

δ
−

t
<0

]

δ−t

(2)

with prediction errors given by

δ+t = Rt+1 + γQ+(St+1, At+1)−Q+(St, At)

δ−t = Rt+1 + γQ−(St+1, At+1)−Q−(St, At).

For simplicity, we initialize Q+ and Q− to zero. Parameters k+, k− are assumed to lie in [0, 1]. Large k+ 153
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controls the degree to which the learner is risk-seeking and k− controls the degree to which the learner is 154

risk-sensitive. It is important to point out that we are also not the first to consider multiple risk-sensitive TD 155

learning systems. This idea was recently put forth in [9], where multiple risk-sensitive TD learning systems 156

were thought to be encoded in multiple dopamine neurons. We are also not the first to consider dual 157

competing systems [6, 18,35,36]. In the opposing actor learning model in [35], for example, prediction error 158

from a single learning system controls the dynamics of G (“go”) and N (“no-go”) systems, which in term are 159

combined linearly to determine decisions. Since it may not be obvious why this model differs from our 160

proposed model, we discuss in the Supplement how the update equations of the two models differ in 161

important ways, resulting in significantly different behaviors and predictions. 162

A decision-making model with competing critics 163

Now that we have a model of learning, namely Q+ and Q−, it is sensible to consider how the agents makes 164

decisions based on what they have just learned. This means that the individual has to make the decision of 165

choosing from the available actions, having obtained pessimistic and optimistic estimates for action-value 166

pairs. 167

A naive approach is what is called the greedy method, meaning that the action with the highest value is 168

chosen. This approach, however, does not account for actions with multiple values (e.g., optimistic and 169

pessimistic values) nor does it allow the individual to do any exploration, during which they might discover a 170

more optimal strategy. A way to incorporate exploration into decision-making is to act greedy 1− ε of the 171

time and for ε of the time, the individual explores non-greedy action with equal probabilities. This method 172

referred to as ε-greedy and is used by our model. 173

To integrate multi-valued actions into a ε-greedy method, our model supposes that a random variable 174

Ut(a) is selected for each action a uniformly from the interval 175

[

Q−(St, a), Q
+(St, a)

]

,

whenever an individual has to make a decision in state St. Then whenever the individual acts greedily, they 176

select the action At that maximizes Ut(a). These decision rules along with learning models comprise 177

Competing-Critics model, which is summarized in Algorithm 1. 178
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Algorithm 1: Competing-Critics

Data: Learning rate α, risk parameters k+, k−, discount factor γ, and exploration parameter ε.
Initialize Q±(s, a) for all (s, a) ∈ S ×A
Initialize S

Take action A from S using ε-greedy from the values
U(a) ∼ Unif [Q−(S, a), Q+(S, a)]
while not terminated do

Take action A, observe R,S′

For each permissible action a′ in state S′, sample
U(a′) ∼ Unif [Q−(S′, a′), Q+(S′, a′)]
Choose A′ using ε-greedy from the values U(a′)
% Compute prediction errors

δ± ← R+ γQ±(S′, A′)−Q±(S,A)
% Update state-action value functions

Q±(S,A)← Q±(S,A) + α [(1± k±)1δ±>0 + (1∓ k±)1δ±<0] δ
±

% move to new state-action pair

A← A′

S ← S′

end

Simulation experiments 179

We used simulation to investigate individual behavior in several experiments were they to learn and make

decision according to our decision-making model. In particular, we wanted to identify possible vulnerabilities

in behavior that arise from a shift in the balance between the internal optimist and pessimist, instantiated by

changes in parameters k+ and k−. For simplicity, parameters are fixed:

(α, ǫ, γ, k+, k−) = (0.5, 0.3, 0, 0.9, 0.9),

unless otherwise specified. A detailed description of the simulations can be found in the Supplement and at: 180

https://github.com/eza0107/Opposite-Systems-for-Decision-Making 181

Learning the shape of rewards 182

Let us first focus on learning behavior by considering the simple case of trivial state and action spaces: 183

S = {1} and action A = {1}. In this case, learning in the Competing-Critics model is determined completely 184

by the distribution of rewards Rt. We considered what an individual would learn given four different Pearson 185

distributions of Rt, with varying mean µ, standard deviation σ, and skew, while kurtosis was fixed at 2.5. 186

For reference, we also consider the classic Q described at Eq. (1). 187

Figure 3 illustrates what an individual with balanced risk-sensitivity parameters, (k+, k−) = (0.9, 0.9), 188
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Fig 3. Comparison of mean and interquartile range of state-action value functions over 4000 simulations.
The state-action values Q+ and Q− reflect changes in the mean µ, standard deviation σ, and skew of the
reward distribution. Notably, asymptotes of these values shift by 0.25 when µ decreases by 0.25, and their
gap decreases by 1/2 when σ decreases by a factor of 1/2.

learns over 100 trials. Solid dark lines denote state-action value function averaged over simulations and 189

shaded regions represent associated interquartile ranges (IQRs) for each function. One can immediate notice 190

several things. By design, the optimistic value function Q+ is on average larger than the neutral value 191

function Q, which is larger than the average pessimistic value function Q−. In addition, the distribution of 192

each value function appears to converge and can capture shifts in mean rewards µ and scaling of the 193

standard deviation σ. Specifically, the long-term relationship between Q+, Q− and Q is preserved when µ is 194

shifted from 0.5 to 0.25, whereby all value functions shift down by about 0.25. Further, the gap between Q+
195

and Q− is halved when σ is halved from 0.2 to 0.1; each IQR is also halved. Meanwhile, Q+ and Q− are 196

roughly symmetric around the Q when the reward distribution is symmetric (i.e. zero skew), so that the 197

average of Q+ and Q− is approximately Q. However, moving skew from 0 to 1 is reflected in both the gap 198

between Q+ and Q, which lengthens, and the gap between Q− and Q, which shortens. 199
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Fig 4. A single simulation run of state-action value functions Q± and Q. The state-action values preserve
the ordering Q− < Q < Q+ through the entire run.

Remarkably, the relationship Q+ > Q > Q− is also present within a single simulation run (Figure 4). 200

Intuitively, this makes sense because they capture the behaviors of risk-seeking, risk-neutral and risk-sensitive 201

agents, respectively and it turns out that this ordering can be preserved provided k± are neither too small or 202

large. See Supplement for the proof of this result. Furthermore, the last subplot also illustrates that 203

introducing a positive skew to the reward distribution Rt, also causes the distribution of Q± and Q to also 204

have positive skew. 205

Value functions Q+ and Q− are not only modulated with the reward distribution, but also risk-sensitivity 206

parameters. Increasing k+ moves Q+ in a positive direction away from the risk-neutral value function Q, 207

whereas increasing k− moves Q− in a negative direction away from the risk-neutral value function Q. With 208

k+ pulling Q+ in one direction and k− pulling Q− in the opposite direction, the midpoint of Q+ and Q− is 209

largely influenced by the gap in k− and k+ (Figure 5A). Meanwhile, the gap between Q+ and Q− is largely 210

influenced by the midpoint of k+ and k−. 211
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Fig 5. Impact of risk-sensitivity parameters k+ and k− on A) the midpoint and gap between Q+ and Q−

averaged over 4000 simulations, and B) how an individual makes decisions. In particular, the model
decomposes decision-making behavior along two axes, a risk-sensitivity and an uncertainty-sensitivity, which
are rotated 45◦ degrees from the k± axes. In the simulation, µ = 0.5, σ = 0.2, and skew = 0.

Since decisions are selected according to the interval between Q+ and Q−, the gap in k− and k+ 212

determines the degree to which an individual selects action with high payoffs vs. small losses, i.e. their 213

risk-sensitivity. The midpoint of k− and k+ determines the degree to which reward uncertainty influences 214

whether or not an individual deliberates between actions, i.e. their uncertainty-sensitivity (Figure 5B). This 215

deliberation allows a learner to consider multiple decisions, as one does during exploration but for different 216

reasons. Conceptually, multiple decisions are considered in the model, because different decisions may be 217

optimal depending on different ways they are valued (e.g., optimistically vs. pessimistically), which is 218

encoded in the Q− to Q+ interval. By contrast, exploration is used to account for sampling error in how 219

decisions are valued, so that decisions can be considered that might be incorrectly valued. 220

In summary, risk-sensitivity parameters k± can capture a range of behavior from being too risky to not 221

risky enough and from too decisive to too deliberative. We demonstrate these decision-making behaviors in 222
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the next two examples. 223

Capturing a penchant for gambling 224

To demonstrate how risk-sensitivity parameters drive decision-making behavior in our model, let us consider 225

the IGT, which we introduced earlier. Selecting bad decks was put forth as a marker of impaired 226

decision-making, or more specifically, an insensitivity to future consequences. This interpretation, however, 227

presumes that the participant’s objective is indeed to make decisions that maximize expected rewards as 228

opposed to making decisions that seeks large gains or avoids large losses. Risk-seeking behavior (i.e. a 229

penchant for gambling), in particular, may encourage individuals to pursue bad decks, since they yield the 230

largest one-time gains. 231

To that point, balanced (k+, k−) = (0.9, 0.9) risk-sensitivity parameters, reflecting risk-neutral behavior, 232

results in a preference for Deck A, i.e. one of the good decks that leads to average net gains (Fig 6A). By 233

contrast, imbalanced (k+, k−) = (0.9, 0.1) risk-sensitivity parameters, reflecting risk-seeking behavior, results 234

in a preference for Deck B, i.e. one of the bad decks that leads to average net losses. In each case, pessimistic 235

state-action values Q− are larger for good decks (C and D), correctly signifying that these decks are the more 236

risk-averse choices (Fig 6B). Meanwhile, optimistic state-action values Q+ are larger for bad decks (A and B), 237

correctly signifying that these decks are the more risk-seeking choices. Imbalanced risk-sensitivity parameters, 238

however, dramatically underplays the risk of Deck B compared to balanced risk-sensitive parameters. 239

Consequently, the chance of large gains encoded in Q+ is suitably enticing to encourage a Deck B preference. 240

That is, Deck B preference, which is actually a well-known phenomenon of healthy participants [32], can be 241

interpreted as a penchant for gambling rather than an insensitivity to future consequences. 242

As was done in [37], we can also partition the parameter space {(k+, k−)| 0 ≤ k+, k− ≤ 1} by preference 243

for good and bad decks (Fig 6C). This figure tells us that in the “blue” region of the parameter space, bad 244

decks A+B are selected at greater frequency than good decks C +D. In the context of risk-seeking vs 245

risk-averse terminology, our choice of k+ >> k− means that our learner, despite the fact that B incurs 246

incomparably large loss, keeps sticking to it because Q+ is driving the choice. In another words, our agent is 247

unable to learn the good decks in the IGT, thus mimicking the behaviors of the participants with prefrontal 248

cortex damage as demonstrated in [38]. 249
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A

B

C

Fig 6. Risk-sensitivity of the Competing-Critics model during the Iowa Gambling task aggregated over 100
trials and 20,000 simulations. A) The “risky” Deck B becomes the most popular choice rather than Deck C,
when parameter k− is decreased from 0.9 to 0.1. B) Deck B becomes more favorable because of a dramatic
increase to the pessimistic value function Q−. C) Bad decks A and B are chosen at higher rates moving
along the risk-sensitivity axis (i.e. the k+ = 1− k− line).

The ambiguity of deliberation 250

To demonstrate how parameters k± drives uncertainty-sensitivity in the Competing-Critics model, let us 251

consider the 2-stage Markov task, mentioned earlier. Recall this task uses the gap in stay probabilities to 252

determine the degree to which individuals are learning about the common (p = 0.7) versus rare (p = 0.3) 253

transition associated with each action in stage 1. As with the IGT, this interpretation supposes that 254

individuals seeks to maximize excepted (discounted) rewards, rather than balance their internal optimist and 255

pessimist. To account for the multi-stage aspect of this task, we use a discount factor γ to 0.9 which allows 256

information to pass between task stages. 257

The bar graphs in Figure 7 represents the probability of sticking to the current choice categorized by 258

whether it resulted in reward or not and whether the transition was common or rare. The contour plots on 259

the right side of the figure tells us the difference between the probabilities of staying when the transition was 260

common or rare, given rewarded or unrewarded. 261

For instance, whether the current decision was rewarded or not, the agent tends to become very 262

deliberative if we let k+, k− → 1. This case captures the behavior of someone who is both risk-seeking and 263

risk-averse at the same time. Balancing these polar opposite behaviors is perhaps difficult, thus resulting in 264
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Fig 7. Stay probabilities after a first stage choice over a horizon of 80 decisions (40 first-stage decisions) and
20,000 simulations. The gap between stay probabilities for common vs. rarer transitions increases along the
uncertainty-sensitivity axis (i.e. k+ = k− axis) as the learner increases their deliberation about multiple
choices.

stagnated actions. One can see that in this case all 4 probabilities are roughly the same, meaning the 265

individual does not discriminate between characteristics of the task. 266

On the other hand, our model stipulates that the choice of (k+, k−) = (0.1, 0.1) should give an agent who 267

is rather risk-neutral and behaves rather optimally with respect to expected rewards, because k+ = k− = 0 268

will give the regular SARSA learner. One can see that the agent is more likely to stay when the current 269

choice was rewarded. Furthermore, the agent is most likely to stay when the transition was common which 270

led to a reward and least likely to stay when the transition was common which did not lead to a reward. 271

Regardless of the choice of (k+, k−), our model does not change the degree to which individuals are 272

learning about common versus rare transitions. Yet, if we would only look at the gap in stay probabilities, 273

we would conclude the smaller values of (k+, k−) are associated with better ability to learn these transitions. 274

Further, a person’s tendency to explore decisions will also have a lower gap in stay probabilities. In other 275

words, it is difficult to disambiguate a change in how deliberative a person is with their decisions from their 276
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Fig 8. Mean maxa Ut(a) in the Iowa Gambling Task (left) and two-stage Markov task (right). Larger values
of maxa Ut(a) are hypothesized to correspond to faster reaction times.

ability to learn transitions or their tendency to explore. 277

Predicting reaction time 278

One prediction of the Competing-Critics model is that the translation of Q+ and Q− into decisions plays out 279

in time. The value Q+ determines when (in time) a decision is considered, so that decisions with larger Q+
280

are considered earlier, and the value Q− determines when a decision is no longer considered, so that decisions 281

with smaller Q− are considered for longer. Mathematically, we capture this idea by letting the decisions a 282

compete for the largest random uniform draw Ut(a) from (Q−(St, a), Q
+(St, a)). We propose that there is 283

some non-increasing function that maps the max draw to time and that may depend on the person and the 284

task. Larger maxa Ut(a) leads to faster decisions; smaller to slower decisions. 285

In light of this prediction, we simulated maxa Ut(a) for both the IGT and two-stage Markov task 286

(Figure 8). In both tasks, larger maxa Ut(a) are found for large k+ and small k−, i.e. when the overall 287

behavior is more risk-seeking. Hence, our model predicts that risk-seeking decisions are quick and risk-averse 288

decisions are slow. 289

Neural encoding of updates 290

As we mentioned, the rough intuition behind the reinforcement learning update we chose for the state-value 291

functions Q+ and Q− is that they capture the behaviors of risk-seeking and risk-averse learners, respectively. 292

Going even further, we investigate the possibility that dopamine transients encode the update ∆Q+
293
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associated with the risk-seeking system and serotonin transients encode the negative of the update ∆Q−
294

associated with the risk-averse system. In view of this claim, we present one last study, which measured 295

dopamine and serotonin during a decision-making task [7]. 296

In this study, participants were asked to make investing decisions on a virtual stock market. In total,

participants made 20 investment decisions for 6 markets for a total of 120 decisions. Each participant was

allocated $100 at the start of each market and could allocate bets between 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.

The participant would gain or lose money depending on their bet. Given a bet At on trial t and market value

pt+1 after betting, percent monetary gain (or loss) on trial t was

(

pt+1 − pt

pt

)

At.

To model this experiment, we use the simplifying assumption that bets are low or high: At = {25%, 75%},

and suppose rewards are

Rt :=

(

pt+1 − pt

pt

)

(At − 50) .

Actions are centered to 50% to account for the hypothesized role of counterfactual in this experiment [8]. 297

Hence, Rt is the percent monetary gain relative to the counterfactual gain were a neutral 50% bet made. 298

Following [7], trials are split according to a reward prediction error (RPE): the percent monetary gain 299

centered to its past mean and inversely scaled by its past standard deviation. 300

Let us consider the scenario where a decision made on trial t resulted in a negative RPE, which means 301

that a lower monetary gain relative to past expected gains (Left panel in Figure 9). Without accounting for 302

counterfactuals, a risk-neutral system would experience a negative update independent of bet level. 303

Risk-seeking update ∆Q+, however, depends on bet level during a negative RPE: large for a low bet (25%) 304

compared to a high bet (75%). The reverse is true for the negative of the risk-averse update ∆Q−: it is large 305

for a high bet (75%) compared to a low bet (25%). 306

These characteristics of ∆Q+ and −∆Q− during negative RPE mirror, respectively, dopamine and 307

serotonin transients in [7]. The authors hypothesized that the large dopamine transient for a low bet 308

encourages the rewarding decision of betting low, whereas the large serotonin transient for a high bet 309

protects the individual from the risky decision of betting high. Betting low is only rewarding when compared 310

to the counterfactual loss of betting a higher amount and losing. This hypothesis is consistent with the role 311

in the Competing-Criticsmodel of a positive ∆Q+ to encourage a rewarding decision and a negative ∆Q− to 312
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Fig 9. Mean updates as a function of bet levels and reward prediction error (RPE) over 20,000 simulations.
Mirroring dopamine transients in [8], large mean ∆Q+ reinforces either a large bet for positive RPE or a
small bet when negative RPE. Mirroring serotonin transients in [7], large mean −∆Q− reinforces either a
large bet for negative RPE or a small bet for positive RPE. In addition, mean updates can predict the
upcoming bet and are asymmetrical, respecting potential asymmetry in the degree to which dopamine and
serotonin transients can increase vs. decrease.

protect oneself from risky decisions. 313

When RPE is positive, which is when the agent has a lower monetary gain relative to past expected gains, 314

the direction of the updates flip. The update ∆Q+ is now large for a high bet (75%) compared to a low bet 315

(25%), and the negative of ∆Q− is large for a low bet (25%) compared to a high bet (75%). Again, these 316

characteristics mirror dopamine and serotonin transients in [7, 8]. In this case, it was hypothesized that the 317

relatively large dopamine transient for a high bet encourages the rewarding decision of betting high, whereas 318

the relatively large serotonin transient for a low bet protects the individual from the risky decision of betting 319

low. As before, betting low is only considered risky when compared to the counterfactual loss of what they 320

could have gained if they bet higher. 321

As an aside, we point out that average updates ∆Q+ and −∆Q− are generally more positive than they 322

are negative. This asymmetry respects the fact that dopamine and serotonin transients have a biophysical 323

constraint whereby positive transients are easily induced but negative transients are not. 324

Following [7], we consider how updates ∆Q+ and −∆Q− influence how a person subsequently bets 325

(Middle and right panels in Figure 9). Trials are split further based on the subsequent decision made on the 326
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next trial. The negative of update ∆Q− is largest when switching from a high to low bet during negative 327

RPE and from a low to high bet during positive RPE. These trends mirror serotonin transients in [7], where 328

a relatively large serotonin transient preceded a lowering of a bet when RPE was negative and preceded a 329

raising or holding of a bet when RPE was positive. These findings provided further support that serotonin 330

transients protect an individual from actual and counterfactual losses. 331

Meanwhile, the update ∆Q+ is largest when switching from a low to high bet during negative RPE and 332

from a high to low bet during positive RPE. Since dopamine transients were not investigated as a function of 333

subsequent bets in [7], we have the following model prediction without experimental validation: a relatively 334

large dopamine transient preceding a raising of a bet when RPE was negative and preceding a lowering a bet 335

when RPE was positive. 336

Discussion 337

We presented a computational model of human decision-making called the Competing-Critics model. The 338

model conceptualizes decision-making with two competing critics, an optimist and a pessimist, which are 339

modulated by parameters k+ and k−, respectively. We posit that information is integrated from each system 340

over time while decisions compete. The optimist activates decisions (“go”); the pessimist inhibits decisions 341

(“no-go”). We show how our model can illuminate behavior observed in experiments using the Iowa 342

gambling, two-stage Markov, or the stock market tasks. 343

A key prediction of the Competing-Critics model is that the updates in the optimistic and pessimistic 344

learning systems are directly encoded in dopamine and serotonin transients. This finding arose from efforts 345

to reproduce observations during the stock market task in Moran et al [7] and Kishida et al [8]. While 346

computational models such as TD learning have provided a useful framework to interpret experiments 347

involving dopamine [39], serotonin has been more difficult to pin down [19]. If serotonin can be understood 348

as updates to a pessimistic learning system, then we would expect serotonin, like dopamine, to influence 349

decision-making in important ways. It would oppose dopamine, protect a person from risky behavior, inhibit 350

certain decisions, and change the value (and timing) of decisions. These functions agree with several leading 351

theories [6, 7, 18–22]; yet, the mathematical form we propose for serotonin is new. 352

We are not the first to try to interpret observations of serotonin and dopamine through the lens of a 353

computational model [6, 18, 30,40]. Daw et al, for instance, describe how prediction error in a TD learning 354

system could be transformed into tonic and phasic parts of dopamine and serotonin signals [6]. Alternatively, 355

Montague et al argue that two prediction errors, derived from reward-predicting and aversive-predicting TD 356
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learning systems, could be transformed into serotonin and dopamine transients [18]. While these models map 357

prediction errors to dopamine and serotonin, the more useful task might be mapping dopamine and serotonin 358

to learning. In other words, trying to understand what certain dopamine and serotonin transients could 359

mean to how a person learns and makes decisions. Our model provides a surprisingly simple answer: 360

dopamine and serotonin transients are exactly the updates to two learning systems. 361

Critically, these learning systems can capture ranges of decision-making behavior. These learning systems 362

(and hence, dopamine and serotonin) may oppose each other, but they are not perfect antipodes. Hence, the 363

systems are not redundant and obey a principle about efficient coding of information [18]. For instance, we 364

show that the two learning systems in the Competing-Critics model can implicitly reflect at least two 365

properties of rewards: reward expectations and reward uncertainty. Several other mathematical models of 366

learning and decision-making suggest individuals track reward uncertainty, but do so explicitly [10–14]. 367

In addition, the Competing-Critics model reveals how risk-sensitivity and uncertainty-sensitivity represent 368

two orthogonal dimensions of decision-making and how extreme values in either direction could pose unique 369

impairments in decision-making. Sensitivity to risk and uncertainty are well documented in the psychological, 370

economics, and reinforcement learning literature. For instance, risk-seeking (risk-aversion) can be beneficial 371

when large rewards (small losses) are required to escape (avoid) bad scenarios. Platt provides several 372

examples of animals behaving in a risk-sensitive way, e.g., birds switching from risk-aversion to risk-seeking 373

as a function of the temperature [41]. Miscalibrated risk-sensitivity is thought to cause significant problems 374

for people and underlie a number of psychiatric conditions such as addiction or depression [28,29]. 375

Mathematically, risk-sensitivity is captured either explicitly through functions that reflect risk-sensitive 376

objectives [42, 43] or implicitly through differential weighting of positive and negative prediction 377

errors [15–17], such as we do here. We recommend the paper by Mihatsch et al [27] for a nice theoretical 378

treatment of risk-sensitivity. 379

Meanwhile, uncertainty-sensitivity represents the degree to which uncertainty in the reward distribution, 380

and in their knowledge of this distribution, influences their decisions. Like risk-sensitivity, miscalibrated 381

uncertainty-sensitivity is thought to underlie psychiatric conditions such as anxiety [44–47]. Huang et al, for 382

example, describe this miscalibration in anxiety as a “failure to differentiate signal from noise” leading to a 383

“sub-optimal” decision strategy [45]. Conceptually, our model provides a different interpretation. Rather than 384

being a failure or sub-optimal behavior, extreme uncertainty-sensitivity embodies a strategy that attempts to 385

satisfy competing objectives, some of which are risk-averse and others which are risk-seeking. In experiments, 386

this conflicted strategy will look similar to an exploration-exploitation trade-off, making it difficult to 387

distinguish between the two. 388
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Interestingly, any attempt to modify solely the optimistic and pessimistic learning system (or dopamine 389

and serotonin transients) will affect both risk sensitivity and uncertainty-sensitivity. The reason is that 390

risk-sensitivity and uncertainty-sensitivity axes are rotated 45 degrees from the axes of the parameters k+ and 391

k− modulating the two learning systems. For instance, increasing k− in an attempt to reduce risk-seeking 392

would have the unintended consequence of increasing the sensitivity to uncertainty. Under our interpretation, 393

this would correspond to interventions on serotonin transients to reduce risk-seeking having the potential 394

side-effect of a loss of decisiveness. Similarly, reducing k+, or intervening on dopamine transients, to reduce 395

risk-seeking would decrease sensitivity to uncertainty. A similar tradeoff occurs when trying to decrease 396

risk-aversion or sensitivity to uncertainty through manipulations of just k+ or just k−. Notably, many 397

current pharmacological interventions (e.g., Lithium) act on both dopamine and serotonin neurons. 398

Another key prediction of our model is that values placed on decisions by the two learning system (i.e. 399

Q±) determine the time to make a decision. Thus, the distribution of reaction time may provide additional 400

data beyond choice selection for which to inform or falsify our model. This connection to reaction time might 401

also help to make sense of the impact of serotonin and dopamine on how quickly decisions are made (e.g., 402

impulsively) [19,26,48]. Models for reaction time are often built with stochastic differential equations such as 403

drift-diffusion models to reflect a process of evidence accumulation (c.f., [49, 50] for an overview). For 404

example, drift-diffusion models of reaction time can be integrated with a TD learning model by relating drift 405

velocities to different in values between two choices [51]. Reaction time in our model differs from this 406

approach in that it can arise from any number of possible decisions, as opposed to just two, and is sensitive 407

to risk and uncertainty, rather than a single value, for each decision. This additional flexibility may be useful 408

for explaining experimental observations of reaction time. 409

There are several limitations of this work to consider. We hope it is clear that the modeling of learning in 410

the updates of Q+ and Q− is largely modular from the modeling that maps these values to actions and 411

reaction times. There are numerous ways that pairs of Q+ and Q− values can be mapped to a choice of 412

actions and a time delay in making that choice. In addition, our model was built upon a SARSA algorithm, 413

but Q-learning may prove to be equally suitable. It should also be clear that our model is over-simplified. 414

One notable absence, for example, is that our model did not track average outcomes or map these outcomes 415

or other parts of our model to tonic dopamine and serotonin, unlike the model of Daw et al [6]. Relatedly, we 416

directly incorporated counterfactuals into our rewards to reproduce findings from the stock market task [7, 8], 417

but perhaps a separate process, such as tonic serotonin or dopamine, should be included to track 418

counterfactuals. Another limitation of our model is that it relies on only two prediction errors. However, a 419

recent study suggests dopamine is capable of capturing a distribution of prediction errors [9], which has the 420
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advantage of being able to learn about the distribution of rewards. 421

Lastly, one of the key properties of our model, the ordering Q+
t > Q−

t assumes that the parameter α is 422

the same for Q+ and Q−. If parameter α were not equal, then the relationship between Q+ and Q− could 423

reverse. The possible effects of Q+ < Q− largely fall outside the specifics of the Competing-Critics model, 424

but it is conceivable such a situation could result in no-go signals arriving before go signals, leading to a 425

decision process unwilling to even consider an option. A situation when no options were even worth 426

consideration may be similar to anhedonia. 427

In conclusion, this work establishes a new model of human decision-making to help illuminate, clarify, and 428

extend current experiments and theories. Such a model could be utilized to quantify normative and 429

pathological ranges of risk-sensitivity and uncertainty-sensitivity. Overall, this work moves us closer to a 430

precise and mechanistic understanding of how humans make decisions. 431
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